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XHTML promises to expand the power and versatility of the Web and pave the way for XML. With crystal-clear explanations and compelling case studies, this step-by-step guide shows you how to take advantage of this exciting new Web standard. From working with the rigorous XHTML structure and retrofitting your HTML code to extending XHTML with XML, this guide is just what you need to position yourself and your sites for the XML future.

XHTML is the nascent but already successful blending of classic HTML with the structured “data smarts” of XML. Authors Simon St. Laurent and B.K. DeLong -- both active participants in the grass-roots Web Standards Project -- take you on a grand tour of the why's and how's of the new markup language. From the very basics, which assumes no prior knowledge of XML, on up to such advanced topics as transforming “pure XML” to XHTML and creating modularized combinations of XHTML and XML elements, they lead you with clarity and dry wit right up to the doorstep of creating and processing your own XHTML documents. Most importantly, they do an excellent job of laying out the necessary steps in converting regular HTML to its sleeker -- indeed, in all ways better -- counterpart.
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Adobe Creative Cloud Design Tools Digital ClassroomJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Full-color guide and video tutorials make a powerful combo for learning design applications in the Adobe Creative Cloud


	If you like the idea of tackling the design and web applications in Adobe’s Creative Cloud in smaller bites, then this is the book-and-video training learning combo for you.  More than 25...
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Remaking Transitional Justice in the United States: The Rhetorical Authorization of the Greensboro Truth and Reconciliation CommissionSpringer, 2012

	â€‹Remaking Transitional Justice in the United States: The Rhetoric of the Greensboro Truth and Reconciliation Commission  explores rhetorical attempts to authorize the Greensboro Truth and Reconciliation Commission—a grassroots, U.S.-based truth commission created in 2004 toredress past injustices in the city. Through...
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Advances in Digital Terrain Analysis (Lecture Notes in Geoinformation and Cartography)Springer, 2008
Terrain analysis has been an active study field for years and attracted research studies from geographers, surveyors, engineers and computer scientists. With the rapid growth of Geographical Information System (GIS) technology, particularly the establishment of high resolution Digital Elevation Models (DEM) at national level, the challenge is now...
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Europe For Dummies (Dummies Travel)For Dummies, 2005
Explore the best of Europe with confidence!
From London and Paris to Tuscany and Greece, Europe has enough cities and sights to last a lifetime. To make the most of your time, take this fun, straightforward guide with you — and experience new adventures in the Old World.     

Discover     

	Down-to-earth...
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Time-Blocking: Your Method to Supercharge Productivity & Reach Your GoalsIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	Have you ever felt like there’s just not enough time in the day...?For those of us with dreams and goals that we long to see accomplished in our lives, this frustration can be all-too-common. We find ourselves extremely busy, yet still, we struggle to find time for even the tasks we deem most important or the activities that bring us the...
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Build an Awesome PC, 2014 Edition: Easy Steps to Construct the Machine You Need (The Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2014

	Custom-build your own dream PC, have fun doing it, and save yourself a lot of money in the process. This book will give you the confidence to buy the best-of-class components and assemble them with clear, step-by-step instructions. You'll build your own PC capable of effortlessly running the most graphic and CPU-intensive games, graphics...
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